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avarice never came my way     I went on wearing the
"twelve pound look" of the Court Theatre
Years afterwards, when I was acting in "The Wander-
ing Jew/3 David Belasco, who acquired the American
rights of the play and produced it at the Knickerbocker
Theatre in New York, made me a yet more magnificent
offer, by cable too I was to wander through America—
farther than the Jew ever wandered—and receive more
money for each single performance than I had ever
earned in a month in England I was sorely tempted to
accept the offer tempted to revisit the United States
where enthusiasm for acting is so great and appreciation
so sincere
I needed the money badly, but I needed peace more
America could in those days give plenty, but only Eng-
land could give peace    I remained in England and she
gave me the gift I asked
One great difference between the old theatre and the
new lay in the importance which the new method of
production attached to each and every character in a
play In the Wilson Barrett plays, the plot merely had to
prove the irreproachable virtue of the virtuous and the
irredeemable villainy of the wicked There were no half
shades of virtue or of villainy Characters were all good
or all evil Shaw, on the other hand, sees life as a varie-
gated pattern, of light and shade of good and evil A
man may be a burglar from ten to twelve daily, but for
the rest of the twenty-four hours he is a kind father, a
devoted husband, and a first rate fiddler The flippant
might say that Shaw is concerned with words rather
than deeds, but the flippant always prefer chaff to grain
Shaw deals not with deeds but with motives, and because
motives are always—or almost always—mixed, his plays
serve up none of that glowing satisfaction which is felt
when virtue, sprinting up the straight, beats the villain
by a short head
Shaw does not want to make people contented He
wants to make them discontented, and he succeeds
He does not satisfy he stimulates "Why, I have seen

